Assessment Rubric:
Anoka's Civic Leadership

We need your input to help assess the learning and leadership of our Anoka High students. Please fill out and return this to the students or their teachers. Teams that learn fastest win in an Age of Information. In Anoka, we learn together. Please help our students improve.

Synthesis - Works well in all modes; responds, integrates all ideas

Application - Applies data, information and maps in presentation

Understands - Organizes and relates basic elements in the drama

Describes - Identifies simple elements of the issue or problem

Access Civic Leadership

Presentation Score:

__________________________

Event: ________________________

Partner Name: ________________

Comments:

* Defining the Problem
* Effective Use of Info, Data, Maps...
* Organized Teamwork
* Feasible Solution Proposal
* Clear Summary

Source: Bill Mittlefehldt, social studies teacher, Anoka High School, Anoka, Minnesota